The characteristics of impulse bursts in remote sensing images are analyzed and a model for this noise is proposed. The model also takes into consideration other noise types, for example, the multiplicative noise present in radar images. As a case study, soft morphological filters utilizing a training-based optimization scheme are used for the noise removal. Different approaches for the training are discussed. It is shown that these techniques can provide an effective removal of impulse bursts. At the same time, other noise types in images, for example, the multiplicative noise, can be suppressed without compromising good edge and detail preservation. Numerical simulation results, as well as examples of real remote sensing images, are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing images are usually formed on board an aircraft or spaceborne carrier where sensors and primary signal processing devices are installed [1] . Then, the images are transferred to one or a few on-land remote sensing dataprocessing centers, where they are subject to visualization, analysis, filtering, interpretation, and so forth. For transferring the remote sensing data, the standard or special communication channels are used and, since images are often encoded and then decoded, impulsive noise may be observed in images [2] .
In many practical situations, the probability of spikes is low and two or more neighboring pixels are very seldom corrupted by impulsive noise. In other words, the spikes possess an approximately spatially invariant characteristic. Many efficient and robust filtering algorithms have been already proposed to remove spikes that fulfill the aforementioned model assumptions [3, 4, 5] . However, these assumptions are not valid in some practical situations.
For example, interference may occur when the remote sensing data is transferred using analog signal communication channel and the widely used automatic picture transmission format [6] . This interference can be long term and so intensive that it corrupts several consecutive image pixels in one or more rows following each other. (In this paper, we assume that images are transferred rowwise. Naturally, similar effects can also be observed and methods similar to those examined in this paper can be applied if images are transferred columnwise.) Such situations may happen if the receiver input and circuitry are not well protected against intensive interference or if in the neighborhood of the remote sensing data processing center, there are some electromagnetic wave irradiation sources operating in the frequency band which overlaps with the communication channel waveband. Real life illustrations of what happens in this case with satellite images are presented in Figure 1 . As can be seen, different amounts of horizontal impulse bursts appear in these images. This kind of bursts appearing as line-type noise considerably decrease the image quality. Hence, these bursts must be removed. This is, however, not a typical and easy task for the majority of commonly used filters.
It may seem that impulse bursts and multiplicative noise can be simultaneously removed by some robust scanning window filter. However, experiments show that such scanning window filters do not produce good results. The robust filters (e.g., the median filter) remove impulse bursts but at the same time they usually destroy details, small size objects, and texture too heavily. Other filters, for example, the centerweighted median and the modified sigma filter that was introduced [7] to filter images that are corrupted both by multiplicative and by impulsive noise, are not robust enough and thus a lot of impulse bursts may remain in the images after the filtering.
Another possibility might be first to detect the pixels corrupted by impulse bursts and then to replace the corresponding values by new values, usually by taking in some way into account the neighboring pixel values for which the bursts have not been detected. However, in general, spike detection methods (e.g., [8, 9] ) do not perform well in this task. The reason why these methods fail is that they have been designed to detect either isolated impulses or bursts whose characteristics differ from the characteristics of the considered impulse bursts.
One more possibility is to utilize training-based filter design. For example, Koivisto et al. [10] have shown that training-based optimized soft morphological filters are able to remove line-type noise efficiently. The designed filters could also remove line-type noise with horizontal or almost horizontal orientations. As this noise in a certain sense corresponds to the impulse bursts that we are considering, it is reasonable to expect that soft morphological filters being trained for the removal of impulse bursts are able to perform well for image recovery in our case.
There are also some differences between the task considered here and the design task studied by Koivisto et al. in their paper. First, the impulse bursts differ from the line-type noise since the former one has more complicated and random behavior. Second, besides impulse bursts, the remote sensing images usually contain other types of noise as well. For instance, the radar images are characterized by the presence of multiplicative noise [4] . Hence, the training task is now much more complicated.
In this paper, we analyze the properties of impulse bursts in remote sensing images and propose a model for this noise. The model also takes into consideration other noise types present in images. This model is then used in the formation of the training images used in the optimization of the soft morphological filters. In addition, different approaches for the training and filtering are discussed. Finally, numerical simulation results as well as test image and real remote sensing image examples are presented.
IMPULSE BURSTS IN REMOTE SENSING IMAGES
To get an idea what the impulse bursts are, we first analyze some real remote sensing images. The images for which the impulse bursts are observed are transferred from such low altitude satellites as NOAA (usually two satellites are operating with carrier frequencies 137.5 MHz and 137.62 MHz), Meteor (137.85 MHz), Sich (137.4 MHz), and Okean (137.4 MHz). The probability of the impulse bursts in the received data was the largest for the descending parts of the satellite orbits (just before the satellites escape under the horizon).
The radio frequency carrier is frequency-modulated (FM) with a deviation of ±17 kHz for the NOAA and Meteor satellites. For the Sich and Okean satellites, the FM deviation is slightly smaller. All aforementioned satellites use, as one possible mode, the AM APT (automatic picture transmission) format, for which the image information is contained in the amplitude modulation of 2400 Hz subcarrier. More detailed information can be found, for example, in [6] .
For the reception of the signals carrying the image information, we have to use a converter for the microwave frequency with an input at 137 MHz. The received images can then be decoded, and the resulting bitmap images (in some cases, these are images formed in different wavebands including radar, visible optical, and infrared) can be stored, processed, and visualized by standard programs. The modulation and decoding modes are not very well protected against interference that may be present in the 137 MHz band. This interference can radically degrade the structure of the received signal. Hence, decoding errors appearing as impulse bursts may occur.
Four 192 × 192 parts of real satellite images are presented in Figure 1 . As can be seen, several fragments in many rows are corrupted by impulse bursts, and the lengths of such fragments are rather different. Sometimes such fragments occur in two consecutive rows. It can also be observed that in some pixels of the considered fragments, the values are maximal (i.e., 255 in the 8-bit representation used) while most of the pixel values in the fragments differ from 255 but still remain "impulsive" with respect to the values that can be predicted for the satellite images from their local analysis. Similar effects can also be observed with the minimal value (i.e., 0).
PROPERTIES OF IMPULSE BURSTS
In order to make an adequate model for a test remote sensing image, we studied the properties of the real satellite images in detail. More precisely, the statistical characteristics of impulse bursts and the signal sample behavior were carefully studied row by row for the rows containing bursts. Examples of such rows are given in Figures 2 and 3 . As can be seen, row 98 in Figure 2 contains two short-time impulse bursts located at the right part of the row. The presence of multiplicative noise in this radar image is also clearly seen. For comparison, row 168 in Figure 3 is practically fully corrupted by a long-term burst while row 167 in Figure 3 does not contain impulse bursts and shows a typical cross section of the optical image in Figure 1d . Altogether, more than 50 impulse bursts taken from the images in Figure 1 were analyzed.
It was found out that the means of the impulse bursts were usually larger than the mean of the pixels not corrupted by bursts. Visually, this means that the observed impulse bursts mainly appear as light horizontal distortions that may corrupt even two or more neighboring rows. Usually, the mean of the values of an impulse burst is larger than 160 but smaller than 190.
Most impulse bursts also contain a periodical (quasisinusoidal) component and a random noise component. Using spectral analysis of short-term time series [11] , we found out that one harmonic component was practically always much larger than the other harmonic components. Hence, the latter ones can be considered as noise. After this, it was possible to estimate the amplitude and the normalized circular frequency of the dominant sinusoidal component. According to our experiments, the amplitude was from 50 to 90 while the circular frequency varied from 0.3 to 1.0. The phase of the dominant sinusoidal component seemed to be random.
When the values for the amplitude and frequency had been estimated, it was possible to evaluate the power of the other spectral components and, using Parseval's theorem [11] , to estimate the variance (or the standard deviation) of the random noise component. The estimates obtained for the standard deviation were from 22 to 40. It was also possible to consider the noise component as consisting of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables.
Some cutoff effects were observed as well. That is, there may be several pixels in a row having values equal to 255, as can also be seen in Figures 2 and 3 . This means that the estimated mean values for the impulse bursts may be slightly less than they would be without the cutoff effect. Obviously, this effect can be easily simulated in our artificial test image.
Finally, the probability that a pixel belongs to an impulse burst was estimated. For the considered images, this probability was from 0.01 to 0.05. The length of the bursts was random. In the considered images, the shortest bursts were only a few pixels long while the longest ones contained hundreds of pixels.
NOISE MODEL
All aforementioned properties of impulse bursts have been taken into account when generating the noise model for the test images. As a case study, the model is generated for side-look aperture radar (SLAR) images. Hence, the images are supposed to contain multiplicative noise with Gaussian probability density function with 1.0 as the mean [1, 4] . Empirical tests confirm this assumption for the test images. In our cases, the estimated relative variance σ 2 µ of the multiplicative noise varied from 0.015 to 0.055. Since the images are transferred as one-dimensional arrays, the noise model is also presented for onedimensional array. More precisely, our noise model is the following.
First, a Markov chain with two states is used to determine which samples (fragments) belong to impulse bursts [12] . The transition probability from "no-burst state" to "burst state" is p, and the transition probability from "burst state" to "no-burst state" is q. The values of these variables should be based on the estimated percentage of the pixels corrupted by impulse bursts.
If a sample does not belong to an impulse burst, then it is corrupted by the aforementioned multiplicative noise in the usual way. That is, the (corrupted) sample value X j is given by
where X j is the corresponding value of the original signal and µ j is the multiplicative noise component having relative variance σ 2 µ (and mean equal to 1.0). If we do not want to add multiplicative noise (e.g., the image is a satellite image that is already corrupted by multiplicative noise), we can set
On the other hand, if the jth sample belongs to the kth impulse burst, then the (corrupted) sample value X j is obtained using the formula (2) where l k denotes the index of the leftmost sample in the burst (i.e., the starting index of the burst), α k is the average level of the impulsive noise in the burst, β k and ω k are the amplitude and the circular frequency of the harmonic component of the burst, respectively, ϕ k denotes the phase of the harmonic component of the burst, and ξ j is the fluctuating noise component of the burst. The parameters α k , β k , ω k , and ϕ k are random variables with uniform distribution from the intervals 1 Hence, the parameters α k , β k , ω k , ϕ k , and σ k change from burst to burst but are common to all pixels in some burst. The parameter ξ j varies from pixel to pixel. The parameters are modeled as random variables to simulate the random behavior of the impulse bursts in the real satellite images.
In order to apply the noise model, we thus need the values for the parameters p and q that control the amount and length of the bursts, and the limits for the intervals Ꮽ, Ꮾ, ᏻ, and that affect the behavior of a single burst. If our image is artificial, then the relative variance σ 2 µ of the multiplicative noise component is also needed.
When forming the test images in this paper (see Section 5.2), the parameter values used were p = 0.0007, q = 0.011,
.0], and = [22, 40] . The relative variance σ 2 µ for the multiplicative noise in the artificial images was 0.02. Naturally, the parameter values given here are not the only possibilities but other slightly different parameter values could be used as well. However, the chosen values are suitable to our purposes, and based on our experiments, the values given here may also be used even in quite different situations.
As the selection of the parameter values was based on a detailed analysis of the real remote sensing images, the values can also be used as a starting point for the selection of the parameter values in other cases. That is, when choosing parameter values for some other case, we can start from the values given here, and if we want any changes to the noise characteristics, we can modify the values in a straightforward way to suit other purposes.
For example, if we want less bursts, we can choose a smaller value for p, and if we want to increase the number of bursts, we can increase the value of p. Likewise, smaller values for q imply longer bursts and larger values for q imply shorter bursts. The overall level of the multiplicative noise can be controlled by decreasing or increasing the relative variance σ 2 µ , and if we want to decrease or increase the average level of the impulse bursts we can, respectively, either decrease or increase the limits of the interval Ꮽ. Besides, the interval Ꮽ can also be shortened or lengthened, which causes, respectively, less or more variations in the average levels of separate bursts.
Decrease in the limits for the amplitude of the harmonic component (i.e., in the interval Ꮾ) implies less variation in a single burst and, conversely, increase implies more variation. The same usually also holds for the limits of the frequency of the harmonic component (i.e., for the interval ᏻ) although the periodical nature of the harmonic component may some-times cause odd effects (i.e., aliasing). As above, shorter or longer intervals mean, respectively, less or more variations in the properties of separate bursts. Finally, the weight of the noise component can be controlled by decreasing or increasing the limits for the standard deviation σ k (i.e., for the interval ).
Besides variations in the parameter values, other modifications in the noise model are possible as well. For example, instead of multiplicative noise typical for the radar images, additive Gaussian noise typical for optical images can be used.
TRAINING-BASED FILTERING
In noise removal applications, the task in the training-based design method is to find a filter that transforms the noisy data as close as possible to the desired ideal data. The obtained filter can then be applied to other situations with similar characteristics as well. Several error criteria can be used and the training data can be either natural or artificially generated (see, e.g., [13, 14, 15] ).
The filter is usually sought from a specified filter class to keep the optimization reasonably simple. In this paper, we utilize the class of soft morphological filters. This class was selected since we know that the training-based optimized soft morphological filters are able to remove line-type noise efficiently [10] . Moreover, although the optimization of the soft morphological filters is not at all trivial, it can be done in a reasonable time.
Soft morphological filters
Soft morphological filters form a class of stack filters and were introduced to improve the behavior of standard flat morphological filters in noisy conditions [16] . They have many desirable properties, for example, they can be designed to preserve details well [17] . In addition, they are suitable for impulsive or heavy-tailed noise.
The two basic soft morphological operations are soft erosion and soft dilation. Based on them, compound operations can be defined in the usual way. The translated set T x , where the set T ⊂ Z 2 is translated by x, x ∈ Z 2 , is defined by T x = {x+t : t ∈ T}. The symmetric set of T is the set T s = {−t : t ∈ T}. A multiset is a collection of objects, where the repetition of objects is allowed. For example, {1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3} = {3♦1, 2, 2♦3} is a multiset.
Soft morphological operations transform a signal X : Z 2 → R to another signal by the following rules. 
A finite composition of length p of basic soft morphological operations is given by
where The detail preservation ability, as well as the noise removal capability of a soft morphological filter, depends on the size and shape of its structuring set and on the value of its order index.
Training images
Although there are no analytical criteria for deciding which soft morphological operation (and with which parameters) is the best for some situation, a suitable operation sequence and its parameters can be found using supervised learning methods, for example, simulated annealing and genetic algorithms [10] . Of course, some training set, for which the desired output is known, is needed.
In this paper, we use both artificial images and real satellite images as training images. An artificial test image of size 256 × 256 and its three noisy counterparts are presented in Figure 4 . The image in Figure 4a is the noise-free test image, the image in Figure 4b is corrupted by multiplicative noise only, the image in Figure 4c is corrupted by impulse bursts only, and the image in Figure 4d is corrupted both by multiplicative noise and by impulse bursts. As can be seen, the test image contains homogeneous regions, large size objects with different shapes, and small size objects also having different shapes, contrasts, and orientations. To simulate the presence of texture in real satellite images, the test image also contains four textural regions with different spatial correlation and statistical properties.
Our desire was also to check whether the soft morphological filters destroy many details while removing the impulse bursts. By comparing the images in Figures 1 and 4 , we can see that the structure and general properties of the images are similar enough also for this purpose.
Besides artificial test images, we also used satellite images as training images. Four such training image pairs are shown in Figures 5 and 6 where original satellite images of A restriction concerning the satellite training images is that, unfortunately, we do not have noise-free test images but all images are corrupted by multiplicative noise. Hence, these images can be used if we try to remove only impulse bursts but they cannot be used if we also try to remove multiplicative noise at the same time.
When forming the test images, the parameter values used in the noise model for the impulse bursts were Ꮽ = [160, 190] For technical reasons, we made one technical modification to the noise model when forming the test images in this paper. Namely, the satellite images are often transferred as a group where several images are considered to be one larger image. Thus, although it may seem that one burst continues from the right end of a line to the beginning of the next line, it may be that in reality one burst does not continue from one line to another but, in fact, we have two separate bursts. Hence, we have supposed that if a burst continues from one line to another, the values of the parameters α k , β k , ω k , ϕ k , and σ k common to a burst are also changed.
Optimization
The optimization methods given in Koivisto et al. [10] allow one to handle impulse bursts in several ways. Basically, there are two different possibilities. We can either try to remove both the impulse bursts and the multiplicative noise at the same time or concentrate to remove only the impulse burst and disregard the multiplicative noise. The latter approach may be useful, for example, if the amount of the multiplicative noise is low.
If we try to remove both the impulse bursts and the multiplicative noise, a straightforward solution is to use a source image that contains both impulse bursts and multiplicative noise and a target image that is free of the bursts and of the multiplicative noise. A suitable training image pair is thus, for example, the image in Figure 4d as the source image and the image in Figure 4a as the target image.
A more refined solution is to employ structural constraints, in which case the target image is again the noise-free image but the source image is the image corrupted by multiplicative noise only. Thus, a suitable training image pair is, for example, the image in Figure 4b as the source image and the image in Figure 4a as the target image. The impulse bursts are presented as constraints and an optimal filter is sought provided that the impulse bursts are removed (totally or at least to some extent). This method is more flexible than the straightforward one since we can now control to what extent the impulse bursts should be removed. Unfortunately, this also means that the method needs more tuning, that is, there are more parameters for the user.
Both of the aforementioned methods need a noise-free training image as the target image. Since the real satellite images are in any case corrupted by multiplicative noise, they cannot be used. Unfortunately, only artificial training images can thus be used with these methods.
The other possibility is to optimize the soft morphological operations to remove only impulse bursts (and to preserve details). At the second stage, multiplicative noise can then be suppressed by some conventional technique suited for this purpose, for example, the local statistic Lee filter, the sigma filter, or a combination of them [4, 18, 19, 20, 21] . In general, the selection of a suitable filter for the postprocessing may depend on the task at hand. However, we can say that the local statistic Lee filter [18] and the locally adaptive schemes [21] , where the local statistic Lee filter is applied only to texture regions, seem to preserve edges, details, and texture features well.
Again, we can use the straightforward solution or we can utilize the structural constraints. In the first case, the training image pair consists of an image corrupted by impulse bursts as the source image and the same image without bursts as the target image. In the latter case, we use the same image as the source and target image. In theory, any images can be used as training images, but in practice, the training images should be such that they incite the filters to preserve details well. The impulse removal is namely not the only goal but the optimal filter should also preserve details well, that is, it is very easy to remove all bursts if we may destroy all details.
Suitable artificial training image pairs in the straightforward solution are thus, for example, the test image corrupted only by the impulse bursts (Figure 4c) as the source image and the noise-free image in Figure 4a as the target image, or the test image corrupted by impulse bursts and multiplicative noise (Figure 4d ) as the source image and the test image corrupted by multiplicative noise (Figure 4b ) as the target image. The motivation for the first training image pair is that if we are trying to preserve details and to remove impulse bursts only, then the test images should not contain any other type of noise. The motivation for the latter case is that since impulse bursts usually appear together with multiplicative noise, bursts should also be removed assuming that the images contain multiplicative noise.
The last comment also motivates the use of real satellite images as training images. That is, if we have satellite images that are not corrupted by impulse bursts, they can also be used as training images. Suitable training image pairs are thus also the test images corrupted by impulse bursts (Figure 6 ) as the source images together with the corresponding original satellite images in Figure 5 as the target images.
If we utilize structural constraints, all aforementioned images that do not contain impulse bursts can be used as the source/target image. Since our aim under the structural constraints is good detail preservation, it may, however, be unreasonable to use test images corrupted heavily by multiplicative noise as the source/target image.
As the error criterion, it is possible to use any criterion that can be calculated using two images as parameters. In this paper, we have used the mean absolute error (MAE) and the mean square error (MSE). Sometimes, the peak signalto-noise ratio PSNR = 10 log 10 255 2 /MSE
is also calculated for comparison purposes. It must be stressed that the goodness of the training concept depends heavily on the practical ingredients such as the sufficiency of the training set and the generalization power of the obtained solution. Experimental tests [10] show that usually a 64×64 training image is large enough for the training of the soft morphological filters. In this paper, the training images are of size 192×192 or 256×256, that is, they are several times larger than a 64 × 64 image. Thus, they should be more than large enough to prevent overlearning. The experimental results given in Section 6 demonstrate that the designed filter can solve possible new situations in a satisfactory manner.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
First, we should note that in this paper we call the best filters obtained by our method optimal although there is no absolute guarantee that they are globally optimal.
Test case
The experimental tests reported in this paper are based on the following test cases. The training image pairs are the ones discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The application images are the ones shown in Figure 1 . The optical image in Figure 1d is included for comparison purposes. In each test, an optimal composite operation of length two was sought with overall dimensions 3 × 3, 3 × 5 (i.e., 3 columns and 5 rows), and 5 × 5. Both nonsymmetric and symmetric structuring sets were used. Note that, in this section, "symmetric structuring set" means that the structuring set is symmetric with respect to the x-and y-axes, not with respect to the origin as the symmetric set was defined in Section 5.1.
The length two was selected since the noisy images contain both positive and negative impulsive noise and a single basic soft operation is not able to remove two-sided noise. On the other hand, as the experiments show, two consecutive soft operations are already powerful enough for our purposes.
Basic results
When the 3×3 window was used, the optimal filters were not able to remove the impulse bursts sufficiently. On the other hand, the filters optimal inside the 3 × 5 and 5 × 5 windows were already able to remove almost all of the bursts. Hence, the quality of these filters depends on their ability to remove multiplicative noise and preserve details. As the 3 × 5 case is a subcase of the 5 × 5 case, an optimal composite filter with the overall dimensions 5 × 5 naturally outperforms the one with the overall dimensions 3 × 5. On the other hand, the optimization is easier with the overall dimensions 3 × 5. In practice, the results with the overall dimensions 5×5 are only slightly better than those with the overall dimensions 3 × 5, and the optimization using the overall dimensions 3 × 5 is much easier than the optimization using the overall dimensions 5 × 5. Hence, in our examples, it is not reasonable to use the overall dimensions 5 × 5 but the examples are based mostly on the 3 × 5 case.
The results obtained using symmetric structuring sets were usually not as good as those which were achieved without any restrictions (i.e., nonsymmetric structuring sets were also allowed). However, the differences were usually small. The PSNRs obtained by the symmetric structuring systems were usually only 0.1 dB less than the corresponding values for the nonsymmetric case (see Tables 1 and 2 ). Since the noise process is symmetric and we cannot make any assumptions about the structure of the application images, it is in any case safe to use symmetric structuring sets. Thus, most of the examples in this paper are also based on the symmetric structuring sets.
The results are at least in the quantitative sense better when using nonsymmetric structuring sets because in soft morphological filtering, the ratio r/|B \ A| (i.e., the value of the order index divided by the size of the soft boundary) plays a very important role [10] , and with nonsymmetric structuring sets, we have much more possibilities to tune this ratio to be suitable for the optimization task in question, especially when the size of the soft boundary is small. An undesirable side effect is that sometimes this may also lead to slight overlearning. This ratio has much to do with the breakdown point of a basic soft morphological filter [22] , and the ratio controls the amount of the impulsive noise that our filters can remove, so that the lower the value for the ratio is, the more impulses will be removed. The optimal value for the ratio is then the highest value such that almost all impulse bursts will be removed.
The optimal filter sequence was usually a soft erosion followed by a soft dilation, as can also be seen from the optimal sequences in Figures 7, 11 , and 12. This combination is natural since the impulse bursts were mostly positive. The results obtained by the optimal soft openings were usually almost as good as those obtained using the optimal composite soft operations of length two. This is important since the optimization of soft openings is much easier than the optimization of the composite soft operations of length two.
The error criterion (i.e., the MAE or the MSE) did not seem to have crucial effect in the optimization. The filters optimized under the MSE produced usually visually better results although, in general, the differences were small.
When comparing the optimization schemes, we noticed that by selecting the details in the optimization schemes in a suitable manner, all schemes were able to produce good results. The suitability of some optimization scheme thus depends much on whether we want to emphasize the burst removal capability or the detail preservation ability of the resulting filter.
Bursts and multiplicative noise
In this section, we study the experiments where we remove both impulse bursts and multiplicative noise at the same time. Both the straightforward optimization and the structural constraints are employed.
The structuring systems of the operation sequence optimized utilizing the straightforward method are given in Figure 7a . The sequence was found under the MSE and inside the 3 × 5 window. Symmetric structuring sets were used. The source image was the artificial image corrupted both by the impulse bursts and by the multiplicative noise (Figure 4d ) and the target image was the noise-free image in Figure 4a . Clearly, both operations have their own task. The first operation is a soft erosion with large structuring set. It removes the bursts, and the large structuring set guarantees that the bursts are removed with efficiency. The second operation is a small soft dilation that removes the negative parts of the bursts and suppresses multiplicative noise. Figure 8a shows the resulting image when the noisy image in Figure 4d is filtered using the optimal filter in Figure 7a . As can be seen, the image in Figure 8a is a little blurred and some small details are lost. However, practically, all impulse bursts have disappeared and the texture as well as most of the details are preserved. Figure 9 illustrates what happens when the filter sequence in Figure 7a is applied to the real satellite images given in Figure 1 . Again, almost all impulse bursts have disappeared and small distortion has appeared. It is also worth mentioning that although the training image in our case study was based on radar images (i.e., multiplicative noise), the obtained optimal filter also works well with the optical image in Figure 9d that was originally corrupted instead of multiplicative noise by additive noise. Hence, the obtained filter can be applied to a variety of different satellite images.
When the structural constraints were used together with the requirement that all impulse bursts must be removed, the resulting images were somewhat blurred. Hence, if structural constraints are used, it is advisable to allow that a small portion of impulse bursts may remain after the filtering. Naturally, the requirement to which extent the bursts must be removed can be used to control the detail preservation ability and the impulse removal capability of the optimal filter in other ways as well. Figure 7b shows the structuring systems of the operation sequence optimized utilizing the structural constraints. Again, the sequence with symmetric structuring sets was found under the MSE and with the overall dimensions 3 × 5. The source image was the artificial test image corrupted by the multiplicative noise (Figure 4b ) and the target image was the noise-free image in Figure 4a . The impulse bursts were presented as constraints and the optimal filter was sought provided that almost all (however, not all) of the impulse bursts are removed.
As can be seen from the optimal structuring systems, the first operation (soft erosion) is clearly concentrated on burst removal and the second operation (soft dilation) on the removal of multiplicative noise. Although the optimal structuring systems are not the same as those obtained using the straightforward optimization, they are, however, quite similar. In both cases, the second operation focuses on the multiplicative noise and the first operation is a soft erosion with large structuring set, which is suitable for the burst removal. Moreover, the ratios r/|B \ A| do not differ much. For the structuring systems obtained using the straightforward optimization, they are 0.71 and 0.75, and with the structural constraints, they are 0.75 and 0.7. Hence, both operation sequences should perform much in the same way. Figure 8b shows the image that is obtained by filtering the image corrupted by the impulse bursts and the multiplicative noise (Figure 4d ) using the filter sequence in Figure 7b . As can be seen, the optimal filter removes bursts and multiplicative noise well but at the same time some small, especially horizontal, details are lost. When comparing the images in Figures 8a and 8b , we notice that the filter obtained using the structural constraints removes better impulse bursts than the filter obtained by the straightforward method. Unfortunately, at the same time, it also destroys more details.
As can be seen from the images in Figure 10 , the aforementioned phenomenon also appears when the satellite (a) (b) Figure 8 : The artificial test image in Figure 4d filtered by the optimal symmetric composite soft operation of length two. The filters were optimized to remove both impulse bursts and multiplicative noise using (a) straightforward optimization and (b) structural constraints.
images are filtered by the filter sequence in Figure 7b . That is, only few impulse bursts remain but some very small details have disappeared. Again, the obtained filter also works well with the optical image in Figure 10d .
Burst removal
Next, we concentrate on the removal of the impulse bursts.
In the tests, four satellite images and one artificial image (both with and without multiplicative noise) were used as the training images. Some of the optimal symmetric structuring systems with overall dimensions 3 × 5 found under the MSE are shown in Figures 11 and 12 . Again, the optimal filter sequences were soft erosions followed by soft dilations. The filters in Figure 11 were optimized utilizing the satellite training images, and the filters in Figure 12 were obtained using the artificial training images. The target images were thus the satellite images in Figure 5 and the artificial images in Figures 4a and 4b , and the source images were the target images corrupted by impulse bursts, that is, the satellite images in Figure 6 and the artificial images in Figures 4c and 4d , respectively.
Although not identical, the optimal structuring systems are quite similar. They also have much in common with the optimal structuring systems in Section 6.3. Again, the first operation (soft erosion) is the one that removes the bursts. Moreover, the structuring systems of the first operation are nearly alike. The second operation (soft dilation) is in all cases very weak and its role is to remove the negative parts of the bursts and to correct the bias that the first operation causes.
For all optimal filters, the value of the order index of the second operation is equal to the size of the soft boundary, which means that only a few changes upwards will be made. The size of the soft boundary of the second operation of the optimal operation sequence depends in a straightforward way on the amount of the details in the training image. That is, the more texture the training image has, the larger structuring set we have for the second operation. The Figure 9 : The original satellite images in Figure 1 filtered by the optimal symmetric composite soft operation of length two (see Figure 7a ) that was optimized using the straightforward optimization.
(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 10 : The original satellite images in Figure 1 filtered by the optimal symmetric composite soft operation of length two (see Figure 7b ) that was optimized using the structural constraints.
reason is that a large structuring set means now less changes upwards. Hence, a large structuring set also produces better detail preservation which is useful when the training image contains a lot of texture. In all cases, the optimal filters could remove impulse bursts with efficiency, as can also be seen from the MSE and PSNR values in Table 1 . Since the amount of the bursts is about the same in all cases, the differences in the original errors are quite much explained by the fact that the general level of the background varies from image to image. That is, the darker the background is, the larger values for the MSE we have. The substantial improvement for the test images in Figures 5a and 5b is explained by the smaller amount of texture in these images. The smallest improvement was achieved when the artificial images corrupted by the multiplicative noise were used as the training images. Then, the target image contained so many "details" (i.e., details, texture, and multiplicative noise) that the optimal filter was not anymore able to remove bursts with full efficiency. The results obtained utilizing structural constraints where in coherence with the results reported here.
Visually, the differences between different schemes were again quite small. For comparison purposes, Figure 13 shows two images that are obtained by filtering the artificial test image corrupted both by the multiplicative noise and the impulse bursts (Figure 4d ) using the found optimal filters. The image in Figure 13a is the result when the image in Figure 4d is filtered by the operation sequence in Figure 11a and the image in Figure 13b is the result when the same image is filtered by the operation sequence in Figure 12a . That is, the first filter was optimized with the satellite image in Figure 6a as the source image and the satellite image in Figure 5a as the target image, and the second filter was optimized with the artificial image in Figure 4c as the source image and the noise-free artificial image in Figure 4a as the target image.
As can be seen, the filter that was optimized using the satellite images as training images can remove practically all impulse bursts. Unfortunately, at the same time, some small details are lost. The filter that was optimized using the artificial noise-free image as the target image can preserve details very well but a small amount of bursts is remaining. The reason for the latter case is that since we do not have multiplicative noise in the training images, the optimal filter can put more emphasis on the detail preservation than the optimal filters in the other cases. Thus, the resulting filter has the best detail preservation ability of the filters. Naturally, most of the multiplicative noise remains in the images but as we already noted, if there is a need, the multiplicative noise can be removed by postprocessing filters. Experimental tests show that with these images, a suitable postprocessing filter can improve the PSNRs about 1.5 dB. Figure 14 shows what happens when the burst removal Figure 14 : The original satellite images in Figure 1 filtered by the optimal symmetric composite soft operation of length two (see Figure 11a ) that was optimized using the satellite images in Figures 6a and 5a as the training image pair.
method is applied to the real satellite images. The utilized operation sequence was the one shown in Figure 11a , that is, the one optimized using the satellite image in Figure 6a as the source image and the satellite image in Figure 5a as the target image. As can be seen, practically, all bursts have disappeared but most of the negative noise remains, which can be seen as black dots in the images. When compared to images in Figures 9 and 10, we can see that the results are quite similar. Less bursts and more details remain but, in contrast, the images contain more black dots.
Comparison tests
We also compared the obtained filters to existing filters. The chosen comparison filters were the median filter, the centerweighted median (CWM) filter, and the Wilcoxon filter that are either robust or should perform otherwise efficiently in this kind of situations [3, 5, 23] (for the definition of the filters, see, e.g., [3, 5] ). For all filters, different window sizes were tested. The quantitative results of the comparison are shown in Table 3 . For the median filter and the CWM filter with 3 as the center weight (CWM-3), the best results with respect to the MSE criterion were obtained using the 3 × 3 window. For the CWM filter with 5 as the center weight (CWM-5) and for the Wilcoxon filter, the best results were obtained using the 3 × 5 window. The corresponding MSE and PSNR values between the image in Figure 4a and the image in Figure 4d filtered by the filters optimized to remove both the impulse bursts and the multiplicative noise are 187.7 and 25.4 for the operation sequence optimized using the straightforward optimization and 193.3 and 25.3 for the operation sequence optimized using the structural constraints. When compared to the results shown in Table 3 , we can see that the methods discussed in this paper clearly outperform the comparison filters. Visually, the resulting images were in coherence with the quantitative results.
Finally, we compared our methods to methods where the idea is first to detect the corrupted pixels and then to replace the corresponding values by new values usually by taking, in some way, into account the neighboring pixel values for which the bursts have not been detected. However, for example, the method proposed by Abreu et al. [8] did not detect impulse bursts satisfactorily and due to this, quite many bursts were remaining after the filtering. Moreover, since only the values of the detected samples are changed, most of the multiplicative noise remains in the image. Taken all together, this results in MSE value 366.5 (PSNR 22.5 dB), which is even worse than that with the other comparison methods.
We also tested the method of primary local recognition proposed by Dolia et al. [9] . The method was introduced to detect spikes in images corrupted by mixed multiplicative and impulsive noise. However, this method also failed and produced a quite low percentage of correctly detected spikes.
We must admit that the burst detection methods may produce good results in some specific cases. Especially, if the amount of the bursts and other noise in the image is low, we can avoid unnecessary filtering if we first detect the bursts. This is also how the soft morphological filters work, that is, if the filter does not think that a sample is an impulse, then no changes, or at least only small changes, will be done. A future research topic is to improve the detection methods so that they also work well with bursts.
Concluding remarks
An effective filtering method with good detail preservation properties is also a desideratum when impulse bursts are removed. Unfortunately, it is difficult to design a filter that at the same time both removes bursts with efficiency and preserves details well. The more emphasis is laid on the detail preservation, the more bursts tend to stay after the filtering.
The filter design method used in this paper offers several ways to control the above dilemma. Utilizing the structural constraints, we can first set a limit to which extent the bursts should be removed and then find the optimal filter supposing that the bursts are removed up to that limit. In the straightforward optimization, we can control the detail preservation ability of the optimal filter by selecting training images that contain different amounts of details. The burst removal, on the other hand, can be controlled by varying the amount of the bursts in the training images. Large amounts of bursts ensure that the method is robust but small burst amounts produce better detail preservation. All aforementioned strategies can also be used if we want to remove impulse bursts only. In addition, the error criteria used have, at least up to some extent, similar effects. For instance, the remaining bursts affect the MSE more than the MAE.
Naturally, the training-based design method also has some restrictions. Although experimental tests show that soft morphological filters learn to remove the type of noise that is in the training image, the training image pair is in any case needed. Moreover, the noise in the training image should be similar to that in the application images.
CONCLUSION
The characteristics of impulse bursts in remote sensing images were analyzed and methods for the removal of the bursts were discussed. It was shown through experiments that the presented methods can remove impulse bursts and multiplicative (or additive) noise with efficiency and at the same time preserve details well. As a case study, composite soft morphological filters were utilized.
The design methods used also allow us to emphasize different aspects of the filtering task, for example, detail preservation or noise removal. Although our test case was quite limited, the method can easily be applied to other cases as well.
